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Companies 

 
FUTURO ITALIA 

UKWAY Ltd  

Created in the 2015 as companies aggregation oriented to the 

specilized operators of the communication and marketing sectors have 

build a primary promotional and valorized programs for the relaunch of 

the italian economy and international commerce development. 

Develop specifics partnership with the pubblic administractions and 

companies association of the different sectors of the italian market and 

also working with the primary companies of the innovations and internet 

sectors. 

Actualy manage and developed the MARCHIO UNICO NAZIONALE – 

SOLE NATIONAL BRAND and her Italian Origin Certification, also the Italy 

Identity programs for  italian territories and offer promotions focalized to 

web and communications platforms to to encourage incoming and sale 

of Italian products, also, to investment’s attraction in Italy. 

 



Activities 

 

Develop and promove projects and innovative programs 

for promotion of the international business and cultural 

exchange. 

Developing the start up of the first  brandized commercial 

chain for hight quality italian products also dedicated 

expecialy for the chines market. 

Manage and promoting build of the first international 

cultural and linguistic programs destined to primary and 

secondary schools in the diefferent nations. 

Manage the project for build the first international 

permanent exposition for arts and culturals international 

experiences in Perugia in the new exposition center.  

Promove, with the first italian organization, the basic and 

advanced master for chef and sommeliers destined to the 

foreign students and operators of the specific sectors. 

Promove valorization and promotional programs to 

internalization of italian products. 



Focus 
  

We understund the international contacts 

as the basis for build the stronghest and 

long terms partnerships for incrise the 

specific potentiales. 

We understund the economy integrations 

as the way for build the new prspectives 

for the peoples and markets. 

In this situation we think that is necessary 

the new approch for know better the 

different peoples and relative cultures and 

much more better build this new way. 

Our mission is expecialy finalized to define 

structured international interaction who 

necessary see the pubblic and private 

cooperation. 

We promove the activities and contact for 

establish the gemellage trogh the 

Umbria’s cities and foreign cities and also 

the partnership thought the university and 

accademies of the same lands. 

  



Markets and future 

 

We understand the different economies and societies as 

the specific stones of unique greater building who require to 

engage all our capacities and resources for obtain the 

strongest resistance to the world's economics fluctuations. 

Also, is real that is impossible to exist a strong cooperation 

without specific knowledge of the peoples cultures and 

their history. 

We like to work in the markets with the specific approach 

finalized to define structured programs and activities 

focused to increase the potentiality of the different nations 

and relative economies. 

For these motives we research the government organisms 

and private companies interested to build relationship and 

development programs who will based for the next greater 

increase of the different economies and the peoples.  

We work in the different markets and different sectors and 

we checking the specifics forces to aggregate and 

integrate for facilitate theirs expansion.  



Privilege 
  

We aware of our responsabilities to 

approach the foreing markets and 

organizations. 

We aware how much important the 

first step and the first meeting to 

enrich our knowledge of other 

peoples and other nations. 

Each meeting is a step towards 

growth. 

This is our awareness. 

Is a great privilege to meet you.  
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